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Knoppix User Guide Thanks for the guide, I also ran into the issue of parted appearing to resize the
drive, but in fact not resizing it. The fix that I used is to first mount the drive in knoppix, then
unmount it.Sean Deasy » Expanding a drive within a VMWare image Is there any way to recover an
overwritten linux file? I uncompresed a tar file which overwrote some of my files. I read somewhere
you can umount your home directory.linux - recovery of overwritten file - Super User SecTools.Org:
Top 125 Network Security Tools. For more than a decade, the Nmap Project has been cataloguing
the network security community's favorite tools. In 2011 this site became much more dynamic,
offering ratings, reviews, searching, sorting, and a new tool suggestion form.This site allows open
source and commercial tools on any platform, except those tools that we maintain (such as the
...Security-oriented operating systems – SecTools Top Network ... Specifications Platform Operating
System Display Modular Bay Device Memory Hard Disk Battery Weight Detailed Specifications Hard
Disk Drive Graphics High Definition (HD) AudioESPRIMO™ Mobile V5535 - fujitsu.com Unionfs is a
filesystem service for Linux, FreeBSD and NetBSD which implements a union mount for other file
systems.It allows files and directories of separate file systems, known as branches, to be
transparently overlaid, forming a single coherent file system.UnionFS - Wikipedia This page
provides general information about notable Linux distributions in the form of a categorized list.
Distributions are organized into sections by the major distribution they are based on, or the
package management system they are based around.List of Linux distributions - Wikipedia Disk
Images with Pre-installed Systems We are trying to collect a minimal hard disk or floppy disk image
for all free supported operating systems that Bochs can run.bochs: The Open Source IA-32
Emulation Project (Get Involved) Bitpipe.com is the enterprise IT professional's guide to information
technology resources. Browse this free online library for the latest technical white papers, webcasts
and product information to help you make intelligent IT product purchasing decisions.Bitpipe Information Technology - Technical white papers I finally found enough time to release the new
version I've been working on for past monthes (maybe even years). You may not see a lot of
changes but trust me, there are quite a few under the hood.New stable version 2.9 - LinuxLive USB
Creator Septor is a Linux distribution which provides users with a pre-configured computing
environment for surfing the Internet anonymously. It is based on Debian's "Testing" branch and it
uses Privoxy, a privacy-enhancing proxy, together with the Tor anonymity network to modify web
page data and HTTP headers before the page is rendered by the browser.DistroWatch.com: Put the
fun back into computing. Use ... According to its website, “Tracker is a filesystem indexer, metadata
storage system and search tool.” “By using Tracker, you no longer have to remember where you’ve
left your files. To locate a file you only need to remember something about it, such as a word in the
document or the artist of the song.LUGM - Linux User Group of Mauritius Other Interesting Links
Libre Graphics Magazine A print- and web-based magazine dedicated to graphic designers, media
artists, photographers and web designers who use free and open source graphics software and
openly licensed content.Tux Paint - Links Mac OS X. There are two ways to trust the CAcert root
certificates: one from the command line, and one from the Keychain GUI. Each method requires
that you use an account with administrative privileges.FAQ/ImportRootCert - CAcert Wiki About
redWall redWall Firewall is a bootable CD-ROM firewall based on Gentoo Linux. Its goal is to provide
a feature-rich firewall solution together with a web-based interface for all the generated log files.
redWall Firewall comes with Snort, SnortSam, DansGuardian and support for fwbuilder,
SpamAssassin, reporting, VPN and mail alerts.Development Release: redWall Firewall 0.5.5 RC1 ...
UltraISO : Revision History : 74, UltraISO Premium 9.71 (January 24, 2018) Buy Now Free Trial +)
Supports editing UEFI bootable ISO images made by mkisofs/genisoimage/xorrisoRevision History UltraISO ITdesk.info – project of computer e-education with open access digital literacy movement
building modern society e - learning e - inclusion opendigital literacy movement building modern
ITdesk The topics to watch in software architecture. Microservices, serverless, AI, ML, and
Kubernetes are among the most notable topics in our analysis of proposals from the O’Reilly
Software Architecture Conference.Ideas - O'Reilly Media Free Operating Systems. Most of the listed
Operating Systems are Open Source and you can get ISO images of so called Live systems which
could be used by everyone who know how to burn ISO images and to boot up the computer from
CD/DVD or other bootable media like USB flash drives. You can also create bootable USB-Sticks and
Windows Live Systems (WinPE) or start a Linux image under Windows thru ...Free Operating
Systems - Frettt's Freeware Thanks ijack, prior to posting on this forum, I did a bit of hunting around
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and was able to run the bcdedit command without parameters, and it did diplay a page of output
but i dont recall seeing anything remotely similar to /maxmem. but when I get home tonight, I'll try
"bcdedit /deletevalue truncatememory".Changing msconfig without windows | Tom's Hardware
Forum Slavix was an operating system based on Debian, KNOPPIX and Morphix. Its purpose was to
make it easy for anyone to switch to GNU/Linux and start using free (as in freedom) software.
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